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3. Experiment 2

In Experiment 1, we found not only the unconscious alerting and orienting effects, but also their distinct dependences on
flicker frequency. However, one may argue that these unconscious attentional effects we observed in Experiment 1 could
have been due to the offset of the flickering cue, rather than high-frequency chromatic flicker per se. This explanation seems
possible for the following reasons. First, it is well known that the visual system is sensitive to events that exhibit transient
change, such as abrupt onset and offset, and offset has been established to have the ability to attract visual attention reflex-
ively (Hopfinger & Mangun, 1998; Pratt & McAuliffe, 2001). Second, in Experiment 1b, the facilitation and IOR effects were
observed at the 450-ms and 900-ms SOA between cue onset and target onset, respectively. Although these SOAs we used
were relatively longer, the corresponding intervals between the offset of the flickering cue and the onset of the target
(e.g., 71 and 529 ms in the 85-Hz refresh rate condition) were more consistent with cue-target onset asynchronies typically
used in studies investigating the facilitation and IOR effects of exogenous attentional orienting (
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